




 

NOWHERE ART GROUP 
 

No where = arts without restrictions Now here = 
arts that are vital and contemporary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The NOWHERE ART GROUP is an artist-run-initiative that formed in 2008 and aimed to 

stimulate and strengthen contemporary art practice in South East QLD, particularly the 

Sunshine Coast and present unique multi-arts events and happenings at alternative 

venues. The group's manifesto set a spontaneous, contemporary, free and tolerant 

direction, encouraging linkages between artists and experimentation across artforms. It 

built awareness of the diversity of artists and artforms on the coast and provided people 

with easy access to new and innovative locally initiated arts activities. It also provided 

young and emerging artists the opportunity to develop skills in arts management, 

curatorship, media and promotion. The events and happenings often took place at non-

traditional venues such as multi-deck car parks, alleyways, transit centers, basketball 

halls and shop fronts and included visual and performing arts. 



 
The Following interview has been transcribed from a recorded discussion between 
Nowhere Co-Founders Adam Lewczuk AKA 085c3n3 and John Waldron in August 
2021. 
 

Nowhere Founders Interview 
August 2021 Part One 
 

Adam Lewczuk AKA 085c3n3 
 

Welcome, this is an opportunity for you to find out everything about the inside 
and outside of the nowhere art group. 

 

I’m Adam Obscene and with me, is my longtime collaborator and all-around 
nice guy we call him, Big W. but you might know him as it’s John Waldron how 
are you mate. 

 

John Waldron 
 

I’m fine thanks Adam it's great to be here with you to chat about an hour at 
group it's been a while, since we've had a time to broach this subject and it's 
great to be able to say. 

 

Adam Lewczuk AKA 085c3n3 
 

Look, I think it's interesting that we've got this opportunity to regale of tales of 
olden days about our past mischiefs. And the opportunity come up because of 
a project  
called Remix and we thought, because we are such “strong communicators” 
that instead of actually writing this down, we would use the questions that have 
been submitted to us to answer in the form of what everyone seems to be doing 
this day…… a podcast. 

 

So, we've been given a few questions to go through, we thought the best way 
to do this last one is that we're going to do it conversationally we're going to 
interview each other and hopefully we will unstitch and unpack the space, 
which is the nowhere art group for you. 

 

John Waldron 
 

Fantastic! So, Paul Andrew is putting together online or digital archive of Artist 
Run Initiatives in Queensland and New South Wales, and he's given us a 
chance to document the Nowhere art group that emerged on the Sunny Coast, 
Queensland around at 2009. However, the first indication that something was 
brewing before then was occurring through sporadic activities, activations, and 
conversations, but the nucleolus of the group first came together at an 
exhibition at the Caloundra Regional Gallery entitled Urban Scrawl. 



 

Adam Lewczuk AKA 085c3n3 
 

That was definitely the flag planting moment. That was when Nowhere became 
Now Here. 

 

And like you said it was it a catalyst, there had been some murmurings, some 
rumblings some tremors in the previous months and years leading up to that. 
But I think if you were to like pick a point in time of where it crystallized and we 
entered the world of artists run initiatives, it would have been that exhibition in 
the March 2008 at the Caloundra gallery. 

 

John Waldron 

 

I guess is a bit of context, because I was had the good fortunate to be to be 
working there as the gallery director at the time and but well aware of the work 
that Adam was doing with a range of street orientated artists and a closer 
connection and interests in the street art community and wanting to bring that 
scene into a space such as a regional gallery and really, not only promote the 
work that was happening in our region in that way, but also to provoke and 
inform the audience of the gallery to show them contemporary street 
unintended work, So for me, it was a great chance to connect with a group, and 
I led to a whole range of ongoing sort of initiatives. 

 

Am I right in thinking lose them right and thinking this was your first curatorial 
effort in a gallery space from Adam? 

 

Adam Lewczuk AKA 085c3n3 
 

Well, actually, my first curatorial experience was under the I was in previous 
years I did a user mentorship of Kevin Wilson whist he was gallery director at 
Noosa Regional gallery back in the late 90’s. Funnily enough the show that 
resulted out of that experience was a bunch of misfit digital and visual artists 
that I curated into a show called warped arts, which was a nice taster of how 
things were going to pan out. 

 

I guess the hint to what you were just saying before was that I’d been 
collaborating with lots of different street-based artists and visual artists and 
provocateurs for probably about three or four years in the lead up to Urban 
Scrawl and doing things like murals, exhibitions collaborations and meeting 
them all, through those different ways, and connecting with likeminded people. 

 

To put this time in context, as well as being a practicing visual artist, I working 
as a youth development officer for Council. The program I ran was very arts 
oriented using cultural activity as a key to including young people and found 
that the artists that I was connecting with had the same desire to work with 
young people were gravitating towards me. 

 

And so, like John mentioned before, there was an opportunity to pull all these 

artists together. There was a great mix of established and emerging artist, some 



 
old school crew and newbies to the scene. We worked these prolific artists, 
artists straight out of Brisbane to the next group emergent group of local artists 
that were putting up slaps and stencils around the place. The likes of Greg 
Hilleard (REKS), Willie D (ZKLR), Cammy (Mis Cery) Matt Newkirk (1337/ Leet) 
Gavin O’Keefe, David Houghton. Justin and Rachael Leegwater. 

 

We had been doing things in collaboration here and there, but what really kick 
things off was a chance meeting with an art collector, Ian Gore. He had recently 
moved to the Sunshine Coast from the U.K. and he had an immense original 
street art and prints collection and was looking for an opportunity to do 
something with it. 

 

He was a bit of a he was a bit of an interesting character, but what he did have 
in his collection, was some original Banksy works, some original Logan Hicks, 
some Bristol street art works which had not been seen in Australia at that time, 
so we came up with this idea. 

 

John Waldron 
 

It was a collaboration. It was a great opportunity to juxtapose what was 
happening in the international street art community and what was locally 
occurring. 

 

Adam Lewczuk AKA 085c3n3 
 

So that was it, a really great opportunity, there was a couple of things that were 
critical in that show. One is that we pulled a whole heap of rag tags together in 
a very professional environment and really legitimized the art form the show 
was amazing and looked unreal. 

 

but we also did things a little differently like using the packing crates from the 
ceramics exhibition that was exhibition going the gallery at the same time as 
plinths to display works 

 

But the crowning jewel of the whole exhibition was the breakthrough when John 
basically when let's paint directly on the walls inside the gallery.  
Eight of us came in on a weekend and we spray and stenciled one whole wall 
of the gallery space, and that was, I think, when you talk about challenging and 
educating the perceptions of in a gallery going audience that did the trick. 

 

From my personal experience at that time, I had not seen cultural institution run 
by government allow street artists to go in and paint on the walls with spray 
paint, this was a big thing. gallery like it just. 

 

John Waldron 
 

We just made it happen, it was done in a very safe and considered way, but it 
was a large piece. It certainly raised eyebrows 



 
We will share some images with the interview as a reference, but as a you 
know it was quite an extraordinary collaborative piece of art. It was a real 
feature and again it was as much as legitimizing the artists, as is it was setting 
up conversations for people to talk about graffiti, vandalism, and art. And 
putting straight out there on what was happening at the time. 

 

It encouraged audience to consider that there are legal approaches to this type 
of art making and that it's an expression as valid as any other you know, and it 
should be. You know, why not show it in a in a regional gallery, why not have 
the conversations around it. So, we were, I guess, brazen enough to do that 
and I must admit over my time even now curating I really like just handing over 
a space to a group. It's a bit of calculated risk, I guess, but the rewards totally 
out weight the risks. 

 

 

Adam Lewczuk AKA 085c3n3 
 

I think it - creative risk taking! it's interesting you bring that up because that 
concept really underpinned the groups unofficial manifesto. What we wanted to 
do with nowhere, was to encourage artists and arts workers and people within 
the group to engage in creative risk taking. 

 

I think that that pushing the boundaries was really a great undercurrent. It was 
them, we just looked at things like nontraditional spaces as places to play in. 
But we would also be putting nontraditional art in traditional art spaces, it was 
like kind of flipping things on its head. 

 

 

I just wanted to loop back around for a minute and talk about that mural for just 
a tic because one of the questions posed to us is about how we come up with 
the name of the group. 

 

On that mural in the top right-hand corner there's this bus inspired by the 
classic. Pretty Vacant Sex Pistols poster by Jamie Reid. On that design there's 
two buses one says Boredom and one says Nowhere and Greg stenciled up 
the Nowhere bus and I painted a set of wings on it, and it was like this bus 
flying in. We popped it up there because it was just quite a strong image. 

 

But then John, you said that there was this really great conversation that 
happened with some of the volunteers in the gallery. 

 

John Waldron 
 

Yeah well you know as you do, in the gallery space you're relying a lot on 
volunteers, many of those are retired people. so, while having a cuppa or 
something like that, one of the volunteers said – “isn't a shame that the that the 
bus. says nowhere, you know that they're going nowhere’.  
Then reflecting on that comment and looking at the bus on the wall you and I 
concluded that it doesn't just say nowhere it says now here. 



 

Adam Lewczuk AKA 085c3n3 
 

Yeah. and I think that was that point of realization it's like when you go uh huh. 
 

John Waldron 
 

It just captures the whole character of forming that group, in a in a way. The 
shape of it sort of grew because there were more people that came to connect 
with it over time, but for you and I we were looking and thinking ‘why wouldn't 
there be some sort of entity that didn't have necessarily a bricks and mortar 
location’. 

 

Also, we didn't have this the typical structure artists, arts workers and curators 
were all equal collaborators. That notion of curator as artist has always been a 
real appeal to me, I hang on to my art making even though, sometimes the 
curation in recent times is the busiest part, but it is also a very creative part for 
me. 

 

So, for each of the members that were involved were coming from different 
experiences, but, through this gallery exhibition and then subsequent events it's 
just everyone was just there it still had a spontaneous quality. There was no 
physical anchor to one particular place and that was a real appeal. 

 

Adam Lewczuk AKA 085c3n3 
 

It was like a philosophy wasn't it? It's like this, you know I really liked the 
concept of being in a group that really wasn’t a group.  
It was like here is this thing that’s not a thing and I really have no idea actually 
worked, but it worked really well because it was everything and it was nothing 
at the same time. It was an organization, but it wasn't an organization. 

 

It really became that annoying person that when someone made a statement 
you, they deliberately say the opposite and I think in some ways, it was the 
reason why it, it was so successful and so popular but also the reason why it 
never become became an organizational, like an arts body or a company, 
because it was actually more about collaborative practice between creatives. 
The membership was loose, membership was on the terms of the individuals 
and how they wanted to be involved, we didn't dictate it. 

 

Over the time people would come and go and return or not. But we've never 
actually folded Nowhere. It's still a thing, it always will be. This interview is just 
the latest in one of Nowhere projects. One of our approaches, we are asked for 
a written interview…. No how about we record it. 

 

Over time, I think easily, we would engaged over 60 creatives John? 
 

John Waldron 
 

50 to 60 odd artists easily. From emerging, early career to very established artists 



 
that had recognizable practices in their own right and that was the beauty, you 
could put an emerging early career artist next to an established artist and they 
both had exactly the same amount of weight, the same amount of credibility the 
same amount of respect that that was really important. 

 

Adam Lewczuk AKA 085c3n3 
 

And I think that really set a set a tone and probably also set the opportunities 
up the came next. 

 

This drove the realization that we probably should create an artist run initiative 
in the true sense of artists initiating things. we were provocateurs and we 
thought we'll give everything a crack and I think at the end of the day, that's 
where the momentum came from. So, I guess that's kind of wraps up the first 
part. So, we’ve covered who was involved and their backgrounds, a bit on 
location and the types and physical spaces and public spaces we have 
invaded, and the merging of artist practice and space. 

 

John Waldron 
 

Yeah, I think we covered off on a couple of questions there. 
 
 
 
 

For more info on Nowhere Art Group - http://nowhere-art.blogspot.com/ 
 

About the Founders 
 

John Waldron  
 

 

John Waldron is an artist, curator and 
co-director of Blue Sky View, a 
Sunshine Coast based company that 
develops valued, interesting and 
engaging projects, exhibitions and 
events for community, government and 
the private sector. 

 

 

For over twenty years John worked as 
an education officer and gallery director  

for government and corporation, managing innovative facilities and programs. John 
has delivered a range of public art projects and curated many social history and 
visual art exhibitions some of which have toured throughout the country and 
presented at regional, state and national museums. 
 

 

John is an active member of the arts and heritage sector. He has held positions such 
as the Chair of Museum & Gallery Service Queensland and Museums Australia 

http://nowhere-art.blogspot.com/
http://www.blueskyview.com.au/Blue_Sky_View/Home.html


 
Queensland; as a Board member for The Old Ambulance Station, Nambour; and 
member of FabLab International. 
 

 

In 2013 John was nominated a Cultural Champion and added to the Cultural 
Champions Wall of Fame for his contribution to the Queensland arts and culture 
sector. 
 

 

Through Queensland State Government funding, Blue Sky View is developing the 
Makeway Lab, a ‘makerspace’ for hospitals and people in need, which will provide 
digital maker programs to assist patient health and healing and the wellbeing of 
individuals and communities. 
 
 

 

Adam Lewczuk AKA 085c3n3  
 

Lewczuk is an Australian multi-disciplinary 

artist, educator, writer and creative sector 

strategist based in Brisbane. Lewczuk holds a 

Bachelor of Illustration from Queensland 

College of Art (1994), a Bachelor of 

Communication, Art & Design and Social 

Science from University of the Sunshine Coast 

(1999) and has also completed Post Graduate 

Studies in Human Services at Queensland 

University of Technology (2002). 
 
 

Lewczuk’s practice focuses on the 
application of aerosol stencils, paste-ups, stickers, large-scale projections and zine 
making. He has also produced major works for public art projects throughout the 
Sunshine Coast, Brisbane and Sydney, and was recently commissioned by the State 
Library of Queensland to produce a work for the State collection. 
 
 

Lewczuk has exhibited extensively across Australia at a state and national level 
including a number of key institutions and galleries, some of which include: 
 
 

Freedom then freedom now' State Library of Queensland, Philip Bacon Gallery (2017), 

‘Stencil Art Prize: finalist exhibition (2011, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2019), ‘Paste Modernism 4’ 

aMBUSH Gallery, Sydney (2015), ‘Outpost: Art from the Streets’ - Cockatoo Island, 

Sydney (2011), ‘Melbourne Street Art Festival: Finalist Exhibition’ - Yarra Sculpture 

Gallery, Melbourne (2009), Several adhesive works were added to ‘Space Invaders: 

Australian Street Art’ curated by the National Gallery of Australia in 2011. 
 
 

Lewczuk is currently the hosts the successful pop culture podcast Wastelands Radio 
show 

http://www.makewaylab.com.au/makewaylab/Home.html
http://www.wastelands.com.au/
http://www.wastelands.com.au/
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Caption  

In Your Face – Portrait Challenge and Exhibition  
 Nowhere Artgroup - 463KB In Your Face – Portrait Challenge - An exhibition of artists 

 In Your Face  portraits of Sunshine Coast artists by Sunshine Coast artists, 

 exhibition flyer - Dec  
GROUND ZERO GALLERY - The Old Ambulance Station, 80  2012.jpeg  

  Howard St. Nambour.    

   Exhibition opening - 14 December 2012. 

   Duration - 14 December 2012 - 12 January 2013. 

   36 local artists took up the portrait challenge All participating 

   artist were randomly assigned another artist from the group 

   and challenged to capture the essence of their subject in their 

   chosen medium. 

   the exhibition included portraits in a range of art forms, 

   including photography, film, new media, stencil art, digital art, 

   drawing and painting. 

   The artists involved were Adam Lewczuk, Kevin Oxley, Judy 

   Barrass, Alain Bouvier, Leah Barclay, Robyn Woodrow, Petta 

   Dewson, Karuna Tohow, Pauline Casely-Hayford, Maya Carter- 

   Malins, James Needham, Siena Hart, Miranda Sampson, Jill 

   Braiden,  Corrie  Wright,  Beau  Deeley,  Jandamarra  Cadd, 

   Graeme  Aitken,  Ben  Paskins,  Bart  Worthington,  David 

   Houghton, Ally Close, Raaan Sullivan, Robyn Shaw, Diane 

   Robertson, Kim Morland, Margaret Turner, Robert Natoli, 

   Gavin  O’Keefe,  Emily  Thompson, John  Thompson,  Tracy 



   Naughton, Bob Middleton, Maria Radun, Claire Matthews, 

   Peter Wodetzki, and John Waldron.    

       
 Nowhere ArtGroup - 73 KB In Your Face – Portrait Challenge    

 In your Face Opening  
Nowhere Artgroup artists and gallery punters mingling at  0001 - Dec 2012.jpg  

  

exhibition opening - 14 December 2012 
   

      

       
 Nowhere ArtGroup - 131 KB In Your Face – Portrait Challenge    

 In your Face Opening  
Nowhere Artgroup artists and gallery punters mingling at  0002 - Dec 2012.jpg  

  

exhibition opening - 14 December 2012 
   

      

       
 Nowhere ArtGroup - 67 KB In Your Face – Portrait Challenge    

 In your Face Opening  
Nowhere Artgroup founders John Waldron (Left) and Adam  0003 - John and  

  

Lewczuk (Right) opening the exhibition - 14 December 2012  Adam - Dec 2012.jpg  
      

    
 Nowhere ArtGroup - 254KB Nowhere Art Group members David Houghton (Left) and Ryan 

 In Your Face - Dave  Sullivan (Right) installing the In-Your-Face exhibition entry 
 Houghton & Raan  signage at The Old Ambo’s Ground Zero Gallery.   
  

December 2012. 
   

 Sullivan - Dec     
      

 2012.jpg      
       

Viewfinder      

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 39KB Viewfinder – Multi-site event.    

 Viewfinder - Event  Using art to challenge points of view of the Sunshine Coast.  
 Flyer - May 2009.jpeg  16 – 23 May 2009.    
      

   This initiative was designed to challenged artists to search for 

   and promote their view about their place and experiences 

   using unusual objects, discarded machines and methods in 

   unusual and non-traditional art spaces.    

   Featuring    
   Justin Leegwater, Beau Deeley, Katherine Hagenbach, David 

   Houghton, Drew Close, Gavin O'Keefe, Brian Murray, Rob 

   Natoli, Leah Barclay, John Waldron, Adam Lewczuk, Rachael 

   Leegwater.    

    

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 131 KB Viewfinder – Multi-deck Carpark Closing Event - Ormah 

 Viewfinder - Closing  Avenue, Caloundra. 23 May 2009    

 event multideck  
Adam Lewczuk live vision mixing his analogue video art  takeover 01 - May  

  installation entitled Space Invader.    

 

2009.jpg 
    

      

    
 Nowhere ArtGroup - 222KB Viewfinder – Multi-deck Carpark Closing Event - Ormah 

 Viewfinder - Closing  Avenue, Caloundra. 23 May 2009.    

 event multideck  
Justin and Racheal Leegwater – Tripods installed in the  takeover 02 - May  

  makeshift exhibition space – spot lighting was achieved by  

2009.jpg 
 

  covering carpark light fixtures with black plastic garbage bags 
   

   and tearing hole in the plastic to direct the light.    



 Nowhere ArtGroup - 189KB Viewfinder – Multi-deck Carpark Closing Event - Ormah 

 Viewfinder - Closing  Avenue, Caloundra. 23 May 2009. 

 event multideck  
Rob Natoli; Scaffold - On the rooftop of the multideck carpark.  takeover 03 - May  

   

 2009.jpg   
    

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 134KB Viewfinder – Multi-deck Carpark Closing Event - Ormah 

 Viewfinder - Closing  Avenue, Caloundra. 23 May 2009. 

 event multideck  
John Waldron live vision mixing his digital video art  takeover 04 - May  

  installation entitled Now See Hear.  

2009.jpg 
 

   
    

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 44KB Viewfinder – Multi-deck Carpark Closing Event - Ormah 

 Viewfinder - Closing  Avenue, Caloundra. 23 May 2009. 

 event multideck  
Leah Barclay; Static Architecture – sound art installation  takeover 05 - May  

  utilising the echo on the carpark stairwell to create feedback  

2009.jpg 
 

  loops. 
   

    
 Nowhere ArtGroup - 31KB Viewfinder – Multi-deck Carpark Closing Event - Ormah 

 Viewfinder - Closing  Avenue, Caloundra. 23 May 2009. 

 event multideck  
John Waldron & Adam Lewczuk; Now See Hear vs Space  takeover 06 - May  

  Invaders.  

2009.jpg 
 

   
    

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 27KB Viewfinder – Multi-deck Carpark Closing Event - Ormah 

 Viewfinder - Closing  Avenue, Caloundra. 23 May 2009. 

 event multideck  
Brian Murray; Lounge rooms – a photo montage video display  takeover 07 - May  

  documenting 30 peoples lounge rooms on the rooftop of the  

2009.jpg 
 

  multideck carpark. 
   

    

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 73KB Viewfinder – Art Market - Felicity Park Caloundra. 16 May 

 Viewfinder -  2009. 

 Artmarket Gavin  
Conceived and Coordinated by Gavin O’Keefe (pictured) Art  O'Keefe- May  

  Market was an unpromoted pop up art gallery in the centre  

2009.jpg 
 

  of Caloundra’s CBD. 
   

   Designed to Surprise and delight passers-by. At this time on 

   the Sunshine Coast creative pop-up initiatives had not 

   occurred to this extent. 

   Gavin would later take this concept and with his partner 

   Krystal Sturgess create the hugely successful art activation 

   event businesses Artsomble and The AVANT-GARDEn Party 

   Delivering creative activations at events such as the Big 

   Pineapple festival and the Caloundra Music Festival to name a 

   few. 

    

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 82KB Viewfinder – Art Market - Felicity Park Caloundra. 16 May 2009 

 Viewfinder -  Justin and Racheal Leegwater – Tripods 

 Artmarket Rachael &  
Theis creations were toured across the Sunshine Coast in the  Justin Leegwater -  

  previous weeks and photographed by Justin in curious and  

May 2009.jpg 
 

  interesting places. 
   

    

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 63KB Viewfinder – Art Market - Felicity Park Caloundra. 16 May 2009 

 Viewfinder -  
John Waldron (Left) and Adam Lewczuk (Right) wheeling in  Artmarket -John  

  

Plinths for the pop-up park exhibition  Waldron & Adam  
   

 Lewczuk - May   

 2009.jpg    

https://www.facebook.com/TheAVANTGARDEnParty/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXzHuave51k8LYbS6Mim8JD7xSBpNgUQbeTLShZdk07q7-zXucWK80EqRtyDWuhNbiS_6dCEZcb5MWyHN1YYPsXgs-7-pOKaOf90gW57k5xoQ9AlZjRSEcPE17G003MMsfo_WgXtJ3mLJNEFlUcJbF_lgIFz6QVDTe7VRoVIHygajq7ygKdvShOg4wQTNaFjLE&__tn__=kC%2CP-R


 Nowhere ArtGroup - 30KB Viewfinder – Beach Activations - Caloundra. May 2009 

 Viewfinder - Beach  
The art piece Scaffold being installed by Artist and Nowhere  Installations 001- Rob  

  

ArtGroup Member Rob Natoli.  Natoli - May 2009.jpg  
   

   The work focused on placing industrial structures in spaces 

   that would inspire confusion and wonder. In this instance on 

   the shoreline below Eleanor Shipley Park, Moffat Beach. 

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 28KB Viewfinder – Beach Activations - Caloundra. May 2009 

 Viewfinder - Beach  Scaffold by Rob Natoli. 

 Installations 002 -   

 May 2009.jpg   

    
 Nowhere ArtGroup - 71KB Viewfinder – Beach Activations - Caloundra. May 2009 

 Viewfinder - Beach  Scaffold by Rob Natoli. 

 Installations 003 -   

 May 2009.jpg   

    
    

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 42KB Viewfinder – Water Tower – Queens Street, Kings Beach 

 Viewfinder - Kings  Caloundra. 16 May 2009 

 Beach Water Tower  
John Waldron setting up the temporary projection station in  001 - 16 May  

  preparation from large scale video art display on the water  

2009.jpg 
 

  tower located on top of the hill above Kings Beach, Caloundra. 
   

   Featuring work by John Waldron, Adam Lewczuk and Gavin 

   O’Keefe. 

    

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 37KB Viewfinder – Water Tower – Queens Street, Kings Beach 

 Viewfinder - Kings  Caloundra. 16 May 2009 

 Beach Water Tower  
This activation was a collaboration between John Waldron,  002 - 16 May  

  Adam  Lewczuk  and  Gavin  O’Keefe.  The  work  was  an  

2009.jpg 
 

  experimentation of combining new and old technologies with 
   

   sound activated graphic software and projection. The result 

   was an eye-catching large scale 3-hour video art display of the 

   water tower. 

   This activation would be the first of many across the Sunshine 

   Coast and would eventually comminate in the Nowhere 

   subgroup the Sunshine Coast Projection Art Collective. 

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 30KB Viewfinder – Water Tower – Queens Street, Kings Beach 

 Viewfinder - Kings  Caloundra. 16 May 2009 

 Beach Water Tower  
Water tower projection detail – The rings projected on to the  003 - 16 May  

  surface  were  generated  using  sound  activated  graphic  

2009.jpg 
 

  software, the software responded particularly well the sound 
   

   emitted from pasting late night traffic. 

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 186KB NoWhere...NowHere Exhibition 

 NoWhere NowHere -  Sunshine Coast University Gallery 
 Exhibition - Poster -  16 February - 21 March 2009 
   

 Feb 2009.jpg  
This exhibition aimed to show that street art, like any art form    

   can legitimately sit within the walls of cultural institutions - 

   Many of the artworks exhibited at the exhibition painted and 

   stencilled on to wallpaper. 

   Nowhere ArtGroup founding member Adam Lewczuk said the 

   group wanted to set a spontaneous, contemporary and 

   tolerant direction for artists. 

   "We decided to use wallpaper because not only does it give a 

   bit of a retro feel, but it's a nod to mass-produced decoration, 

   to some people, it can be quite offensive and ugly. But for $20, 

   you can buy a one-metre roll and then produce these unique 

   and awesome artworks”. 

   Featured Artists  



   Justin Leegwater, Beau Deeley, Katherine Hagenbach, David 

   Houghton, Gavin O'Keefe, , Rob Natoli, John Waldron, Adam 

   Lewczuk, Rachael Leegwater. Greg Hilleard.   

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 279KB NoWhere...NowHere Exhibition.    

 NoWhere NowHere -  
The Nowhere bus no with added wings 

  
 Exhibition - Flying Bus    
  

Spray painted stencil on vintage wallpaper 
  

 on wallpaper - Feb    
        

 2009.jpg        

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 144KB NoWhere...NowHere Exhibition.    

 NoWhere NowHere -  
Exhibition preparation – Greg Hilleard spray painting the  Exhibition - Greg  

  

nowhere bus insignia on vintage wallpaper. This shot was  Hilleard REKS - Feb  
  taken in the Adam Lewczuk studio (Studio Obscenito) in a night  

2009 .jpg 
 

  of mass production painting. Over a four-hour session 150 
   

   metres of wallpaper was painted.    

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 247KB NoWhere...NowHere Exhibition opening - Sunshine Coast 

 NoWhere NowHere -  University Gallery - 16 February 2009.   

 Exhibition opening        

 001 - Feb 2009.JPG        
    

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 266KB NoWhere...NowHere Exhibition opening - Sunshine Coast 

 NoWhere NowHere -  University Gallery - 16 February 2009.   

 Exhibition opening        

 002 - Feb 2009.JPG        
    

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 286KB NoWhere...NowHere Exhibition opening - Sunshine Coast 

 NoWhere NowHere -  University Gallery - 16 February 2009.   

 Exhibition opening  
Greg Hilleard inspecting his work which was deliberately  003 - Feb 2009.JPG  

  installed from wall across the floor to encourage gallery punter    

   to walk on the art.     

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 289KB NoWhere...NowHere Exhibition opening - Sunshine Coast 

 NoWhere NowHere -  University Gallery - 16 February 2009.   

 Exhibition opening        

 004 - Feb 2009.JPG        

    
 Nowhere ArtGroup - 220KB NoWhere...NowHere Exhibition opening - Sunshine Coast 

 NoWhere NowHere -  University Gallery - 16 February 2009.   

 Exhibition opening        

 005- Feb 2009.JPG        
    

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 273KB NoWhere...NowHere Exhibition opening - Sunshine Coast 

 NoWhere NowHere -  University Gallery - 16 February 2009.   

 Exhibition opening        

 006- Feb 2009.JPG        
    

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 221KB NoWhere...NowHere Exhibition opening - Sunshine Coast 

 NoWhere NowHere -  University Gallery - 16 February 2009.   

 Exhibition opening  
Exhibition artist  and Nowhere Artgroup member Kat  007 - Kat Hagenbach -  

  Hagenbach. A talented photographer and designer, Kat took  

Feb 2009.jpg 
 

  the Stray painted Nowhere Bus insignia featured in many 
   

   Nowhere activations and created the logo that the group still 

   uses today.      

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 441KB NoWhere...NowHere Exhibition opening - Sunshine Coast 

 NoWhere NowHere -  University Gallery - 16 February 2009.   

 Exhibition opening  
Exhibition Artist and Nowhere ArtGroup member Beau Deeley  008 - Beau Deeley -  

  Also performed an experimental noise sound scape at the  
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  opening night which was created for the Exhibition.  
    

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 215KB NoWhere...NowHere Exhibition opening - Sunshine Coast 

 NoWhere NowHere -  University Gallery - 16 February 2009.   

 Exhibition opening  
Exhibition Artist and Founding Nowhere ArtGroup Member –  010 - Gavin O'Keefe -  

  Gavin O’Keefe.     
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 Nowhere ArtGroup - 167KB NoWhere...NowHere Exhibition opening - Sunshine Coast 

 NoWhere NowHere -  University Gallery - 16 February 2009. 

 Exhibition opening  
Exhibition artist and Nowhere ArtGroup member Rob Natoli.  011 - Rob Natoli - Feb  

   

 2009.jpg   
Urban Scrawl   

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 146KB Urban Scrawl – the street art exhibition 

 Urban Scrawl  5 March – 13 April 2008 
 Exhibition catalogue -  Caloundra Regional Art Gallery 
   

 Mar 2008.jpeg  
Urban Scrawl was an exhibition of Sunshine Coast, Brisbane    

   and international street artists who primarily used stencils to 

   make the images and aimed to Challenge traditional artistic 

   perceptions. 

   The brainchild of artist Adam Lewczuk and then gallery curator 

   John Waldron, the exhibition took the work of local street 

   artists and showcased their work then alongside work from 

   infamous international artists. 

   It was a chance meeting with art collector Ian Gore that 

   provided the opportunity for local and international examples 

   of the artform to be presented together for the first time. 

   – Artist included 

   Willy D (Zklr), Cammy D (Miscery), Greg Hilleard (Reks) Adam 

   Lewczuk (085C3N3), Gavin O’Keefe (BB73), Justin Leegwater 

   (SkullDuggery), David Houghton (Cpho), Rachael Leegwater 

   (Pixie G), Matthew Newkirk (!337) and also featured Kngee 

   (USA), Banksy (UK), nick Walker (UK) and Sickboy (UK). 

    

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 25KB Urban Scrawl – the street art exhibition 

 Urban Scrawl  5 March – 13 April 2008 
 Exhibition 005 - Mar  Caloundra Regional Art Gallery 
   

 2008.jpeg  
Exhibition entry signage - vinyl adhesive applied to Perspex    

   then hang. 

   The exhibition is considered to the catalyst that bought the 

   Nowhere ArtGroup into existence. 

   Many of the local artist that participated in the show would go 

   on to form the nucleolus of the collective for the next 5 years. 

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 37KB Urban Scrawl – the street art exhibition 

 Urban Scrawl  5 March – 13 April 2008 
 Exhibition Install -  Caloundra Regional Art Gallery 
   

 Greg Hilleard REKS -  
Additionally, the exhibition also saw the local artists install a  

NoWhere bus - 
 

  large-scale street art mural covering an entire internal wall of 
 

2008.jpg 
 

  the gallery which was painted in just one afternoon. 
   

   Greg Hilleard (pictured) spray painting a stencil inspired by the 

   famous Jamie Reid artwork that feature on the Sex Pistols 

   Pretty Vacant single in 1977. 

   This image provided the inspiration for the name and the ethos 

   of the Nowhere ArtGroup. 

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 362KB Urban Scrawl – the street art exhibition 

 NoWhere NowHere -  5 March – 13 April 2008 
 Exhibition opening  Caloundra Regional Art Gallery 
   

 011 - Rob Natoli - Feb  
The completed artwork encompassing the entire internal  
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  southern facing wall of the Caloundra Regional Gallery. 
   

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 79.3KB Urban Scrawl – the street art exhibition 

 Urban Scrawl  5 March – 13 April 2008 
 Exhibition 003 - Mar  Caloundra Regional Art Gallery 
   

 2008.jpg  
Exhibition detail    

     



 Nowhere ArtGroup - 353KB Urban Scrawl – the street art exhibition 

 Urban Scrawl  5 March – 13 April 2008 
 Exhibition 002 - Mar  Caloundra Regional Art Gallery 
   

 2008.jpg  
Exhibition detail    

    

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 312KB Urban Scrawl – the street art exhibition 

 Urban Scrawl  5 March – 13 April 2008 
 Exhibition 004 - Mar  Caloundra Regional Art Gallery 
   

 2008.jpeg  
Exhibition detail    

    
 Nowhere ArtGroup - 294KB Urban Scrawl – the street art exhibition 

 Urban Scrawl  5 March – 13 April 2008 
 Exhibition 006- Mar  Caloundra Regional Art Gallery 
   

 2008.jpeg  
Exhibition detail    

    

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 27KB Urban Scrawl – the street art exhibition 

 Urban Scrawl  5 March – 13 April 2008 
 Exhibition Opening -  Caloundra Regional Art Gallery 
   

 Mar 2008.jpeg  
Crowd at the exhibition opening    

    

 Nowhere ArtGroup - 78KB Urban Scrawl – the street art exhibition 

 Urban Scrawl  5 March – 13 April 2008 
 Exhibition Artist Line  Caloundra Regional Art Gallery 
   

 Up - Mar 2008.jpg  
Just a few of the local exhibiting artists (Left to Right)    

   David, Racheal, Justin, Adam, Cammy, Willy and Gavin. 
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